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ASIAN WEDDINGS
Here at Harrow School Enterprises we understand what is involved in planning an Asian wedding. Harrow School has a portfolio
of nine unique venues and can offer you a variety of solutions when planning your celebration. We understand the complexities of
the special ceremonies which must take place and can simply host the civil ceremony or multiple celebrations such as the Mehndi
evening and Hindu, Indian or Pakistani ceremonies and receptions.
CIVIL CEREMONY
Harrow School has unique venues suitable for civil ceremonies, please be aware the civil ceremony must take place in a separate
venue to a Hindu or religious blessing. The venues below are suitable for both.

Old Harrovian Room (up to 120)

Speech Room (up to 550) 		

Shepherd Churchill (up to 80)

STANDING RECEPTION
Guests can enjoy a standing drinks and canapé reception on the Shepherd Churchill terrace before being invited to the main dining
hall for lunch or supper. This venue can also seat up to 80 guests or 100 for a standing buffet.

SEATED RECEPTION
The Shepherd Churchill Dining Hall is Harrow’s largest indoor event space. This venue can seat up to 360 guests. Comprised of 12
bay areas, every event set up in this highly flexible space is unique and different from the last. The venue hire includes all furniture
whichcomprises of 6ft wooden tables and wooden benches for seating. Customers could alternatively hire round dining tables and
banqueting chairs to change the style of the venue, depending on their needs.
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ACCREDITED SUPPLIERS & ASIAN CATERERS
Harrow School has a fantastic list of accredited suppliers to ensure the smooth running of every detail of your event. As Harrow
School is over 400 years we are required to ensure our suppliers understand and respect the complexities of our listed buildings.
Each supplier on our list has undergone a stringent accreditation procedure to ensure they’re suitable for our customers and venue.

			
Greenleaf is a multi-award winning catering and event management company. We are committed to high standards in both the
quality of our food and the quality of our service. We are proud to have been working alongside Harrow School for the last 2 years.
Harrow School offers a unique setting for all types of events and celebrations with a wealth of rooms and spaces for our clients to
choose from for their special day. We appreciate and understand that catering is more than just food on a plate; it is about building a
relationship with our clients, understanding their personal style, and delivering a complete experience. Greenleaf’s customers enjoy
the advantage of knowing that our advice and recommendations come from our professional team with years of experience. Our
aim is to not only meet our clients’ expectations but to exceed them.

Maia by The AC love working with the team at Harrow School to deliver stylish Asian weddings and celebrations for over 3 years. We
offer deliciously authentic Asian cuisine from all regions, along side a unique fusion of modern European and Asian flavours for those
looking for a less traditional option. Our couples work with dedicated planners from the renowned Maia by the AC to create the
perfect occasion in the stunning and versatile surroundings of Harrow School.

The MAZAA team boasts an enviable reputation for imaginative food using fresh, seasonal ingredients and first class kitchen
standards, whether it be a wedding for 1,000 people, an intimate dinner for 50 guests, a fashion show or even a corporate event.
Our team has delivered specialist catering and events for over 30 years and have the knowledge and experience working in beautiful
and historic venues all over London and the UK. Our MAZAA chefs are fully trained and highly experienced in fine dining Asian and
Indian cuisine and they are skilled in many regional cuisines such as Bengali, North Indian, Gujarati and Sri Lankan. We also boast
chefs that have been trained in cooking Jain and full vegetarian menus. With an excellent and experienced team behind us, we are
able to offer full banqueting services for Asian events including event design and management.
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